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Finding a story about angels that breaks the hackneyed mold is truly refreshing, and
Conspiracy of Angels does just that. Belanger's characters are engaging, her mythology is
unique among the multitudes of angels/demons/vampires lore, and her writing is
fast-paced.4/5. Jun 13, · Conspiracy of Angels is a fast-moving adventure with a bit of a sci-fi
twist. Set in Denver, Mitch, an ex-con, is surprised by a girl in his backyard, accusing him of
being the head scientist for a secret project.4/5.
"Conspiracy of Angels starts with a bang, catapulting the reader into one of the most intriguing
premises for a thriller seen in years. Killer dialog, plenty of action, and a super-cool cast of
characters make this a must-read."5/5(3).
Conspiracy of Angels Read a free sample chapter now, or watch the Conspiracy of Angels
trailer on YouTube. Just out of prison, ex-convict Mitch Turner is determined to put his life
back on track and find out the truth about his daughter’s mysterious death. Conspiracy of
Angels: Novels of the Shadowside 1 by Michelle Belanger When Zachary Westland regains
consciousness on the winter shores of Lake Erie, his memories are gone. All he has are chaotic
visions of violence and death and a business card for Club Heaven.5/5(4). Conspiracy of
Angels is not so much a band, as it is the arrowhead for an artist collective its Oklahoma City
founders have fostered for three years.,Music COnspiracy of Angels Sp S .
Sixty bucks to his name -- and an ancient cabal of warring angels out to do worse than kill
him. Struggling against zombie cops, vampire drag queens, and ravenous cacodaimons, Zack
must solve a centuries-old conspiracy before the psychopath who ate his memories gets a
chance to finish what's left of him.
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